Design Intersections: How hybrid spaces are shaping the way we live and work

On the Rise
A tech start-up grows up

Lighting as an Amenity
3 illuminating case studies

Viewpoint
Does interior design have a gender problem?
Carnegie: Viewpoint Upholstery Collection

carnegiefabrics.com

Designed to work in commercial environments, this collection features a range of multicolored and textured fabrics. Each piece boasts a performance or solution element that distinguishes it from traditional upholstery textiles.

MDC Interior Solutions: Dimension Walls

mdciwall.com

These three-dimensional thermoplastic sheets give designers the flexibility to create installations that are durable without sacrificing style. Available in a range of textures and finishes, the new square option is seen here.

Formica: Natural Gray Felt Laminate

formica.com

From the SurfaceSet 2020 collection, this optical solid is reminiscent of felt. With a unique paper finish that combines the visual and tactile, this laminate brings a fresh look to hospitality and office spaces.

J+J Flooring Group: Metamorphic Modular Carpet Tile

jjflooringgroup.com

This modular carpet tile mimics the rich textural variations found in rock formations that have been weathered by time and nature. It features a multilevel loop construction for an exceptional depth of tonal color.

ATI Decorative Laminates: MirroFlex Lite Ceiling Tiles

ati laminates.com

These new ceiling tiles have the same durability as the original, but now come in an ultra thin 0.025 inches thick version, making them even easier to cut and install. Available in 18 finishes.

Mox Designs: Laser-Cut Metal Room Dividers

moxdesigns.com

Mox Designs crafted these metal room dividers with a playful geometric pattern. They divider sections off some areas of the interior, while still allowing abundant natural light to disperse throughout the space.

Mohawk Group: Owls Collection

mohawk.com

Inspired by the plumage of owls, this new collection features mottled shades of black, brown, tan, and gray. The carpet planks are available in two unique patterns, Flight and Feather.

Edelman Leather: Whole Grain Leather Collection

edelmanleather.com

The leather in this line has a robust grain, with a classic palette of neutral tones and rich new shades added to bring contemporary appeal to this classic material.

Foster by Visual Magnetics: Magnetic Dry Erase Wallcovering

foster visualmagnetics.com

This high-performance surface is 100 percent PVC free, and transforms any wall into the perfect spot for adding notes or sketches. Available in a range of colors and designs to suit any workplace.